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· condition at VaaderbUt.
Raut. Gaapdbar and HoDDeDahal·
U have siDce been releue4 from
Muml)' Ca1lcMay C0UDtJ Ho.plt&
Bill McKlbbea. auodlte clliector
for~ lt\ldeaHaclsdlolar
lervica, said be baa bown the ......
for ~yean u their aclYtler.
"They were lovely y~ sirla.
very vibrant (and) very outao~a&•

McJCibben said. •Jt wu a verr rare

occasion lf you clldn't see them
toptber."
Wc:Klbben said be notl8ocl ·the
~iraopet family about the accident.
"'t was probably oae of tbe bardest pboae calls that I bave made,• be
said.
McKibben IDd other Ualverslty

oftlcia1s have let up a ftmd to belp
with the Gamblraopet family's med·
leal expenses. As the students were
about to snctuate, they did not
renew their health iasuraace.
Arpana will be awarded her
c:lepee posthumously, said Don
· Robertsoa, vice presideat of Student

Affairs.
Robertson aaid the IDdiaD CIJIJUilU·
llltieii at Murray State and Naahvflle
have been supportive for the GalblfiiOPIC family.

'"Tbe Indian students have bad. a
vtsU at the hosplttl,•
liobertloa llfd. '"'I'heytve been - - C!O!DlOa and .,.,.. (They"ve
beeR) Wl'lJ ..,._dte. Wt have Oftr
CODStUit

60 . . . . . . . . . , . . . . They"ft
I steady preseac:e there. The

been

Nashville ID4lan community bu
beeo very~ They've had•
presence tbete..
Robertloa aclmowlectpd die a,ed
of tbe U.DIYenlty to rapoocl

a

. . . . thole bmltvecl iD . . . . . .
·At wldluay IJilelleDCY • tbll,
w WilDt to ebeok on our ·~
aeeho'W ~ clo1D&'" he said. "We
..at to have IOIDeoae with tbeiD.
We Willi. to DOdfy pueats. And tbeil
we have a Immediate coacem lito
for the otblr lt1ldeDta IDd tbe iDqNict
lt bas on tbem &om a COUDMibiJ
need to belp tbem deal with thla

craaecty."

U.aiYeqity PreildeDt !Wldy DuaD
coiDID.eDted oD rhe tragedy.
'"It's Just a tremeDdously sad eYeDt
wheD we lole Ill}' student." DUJlll
llkL ·r pea IUIII that as an opportullity to tell ev~cme ISIOdated
with the Ulllvel'ld.ty.commual'Y to 1M
carefulaoct .. safe .. possible.,.
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Seniors students represent class Across campus
Davis was shocked to have won the award. She said she was not
planning on applying for the Senior Woman until one of her friends
encouraged her.
Tucker Groves was chosen this year as Murray
State's Senior Man. Groves. a 22-year-old finance
major from Owensboro, Ky., said he wants to be a
personal financial planner.
Groves will be graduating in December and has
earned the Dean's List for six consecutive semesters; he is pnrt of two different honor societies on
campus and works in Hart College as a residential
adviser.
Grove's motivation tu become a financial planner
is to help people, he said.
"I like the idea of people coming to me for
Groves
advice," Groves said.
Senior Man
Being a residential adviser helped Groves decide
from
he wanted to go into financial planning, he likes
Owensboro,
Ky.
that people are confident in his abilities to correctly advise them.
Groves plans to attend graduate school in his hometown. However,
he would like to gain job experience before continuing his education.
"If anything that's what I'm lacking most," Groves said.
Grove said his main motivation for this field of work is to help other
families plan for their future. When Groves was younger, he admired
his parents for their planning skills. Groves said he wants to go into
this field so he can plan for his family's future.
As Senior Man, Groves advises all freshmen to read their books for
class.
..If there is one thing you c:m do to prepare yourself, even if it's not
recommended, just read your book," Groves said.
Groves said ht• is grateful Hart College affiliates and Natalie Miller
encouraged him to apply for the Senior Man award.
Contact Davenpurr at amanda.davenport@murraystate.edu.

Amanda Davenport
Staff writer
Brittany Davis and Tucker Groves have been
chosen as Senior Woman and Senior Man for the
. Dec. 2010 graduating class.
Davis is a 21-year-old civil engineering technology major from Morganfield, Ky. Davis said she
wants to earn an MBA before beginning her career.
She will be graduating in December with an Honor's Diploma; having made the Dean's List for six
semesters. Davis is involved with five different
honor societies and with the Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority.
Brittany
Davis helped found the Society of Women Engi·
Davis
neers on campus, which helps to promote women's
Senior Woman
careers in the engineering field, she said.
from
Davis has also been hired as a site designer for an
Morganfield,
Ky.
engineering company after graduation. During an
internship, Davis designed a site for an O'Riley's
Auto Parts store. She also designed a practice field for the Murray
State baseball team as her senior project.
Davis enjoys creating projects within specific guidelines.
''It's neat to have a problem to solve," Davis said.
When she was younger, Davis helped her dad around the house
building decks and tree houses. She enjoyed this work because she
could look at the fmal product and see physical evidence of her work,
she said.
"I like to see a final product when I design something," Davis said.
Davis said she is excited to begin her professional career. She said
it is scary yet exciting to design a structure, which will be used every
day.
She advises freshmen to become involved on campus and join new
organizations.
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The Fall Senior Breakfast was held 8 a.m. lbursday in the Cunis Center Ballroom. The tftakfalt
hoDored ......,..,. seoiors and grachlale . . . .

&oco tbe data of~ 2010.

llopldaMile·~ offers

xeuult•ett eveat
.Murray State's Hop'kinsvUle Campus will be
holdina a recruitment event for traosfer scu~ 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 9, at Hopkiaiville CommuQity College.
Stuftnti atteDding will receive lnlormation
abQut traatferring to Murray Sta~ and pro~offered.

AdviSers Will be present to assist studenu

considering transl«rin&

Park to pteae 11t recital
Professor Sue-Jean Park wDI present a recital
With pianbt Angela Wu and clariaetist ScOtt
Locke in the Perfonning Arts Hall ~.
The progam includes Bach's Second Partita,
Stra~·s

Soldier's Tal~ and Mozart's E
Pl,Ulor Vlolio SOnata. The concert is free.
Following the cow:ert will be a reception
and CO signing bY Park.

Administrators use
strict purging rules

University implements text messaging alerts
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor

Ben Morrow
At 8:41 Tuesday morning, more than 32,000 students at Ohio State
University in Columbus received a text message over the course of
about 15 minutes on their cell phones. The message was the same to
each student:
Bomb threat.
Students were warned that four main-campus buildings were being
evacuated and searched due to a tip received at the FBI headquarters
in New York City.
Although no weapons were found, authorities in the area said the
text messages sent from the Buckeye Alert System helped them clear
the area and continue their investigation without interruption.
Exactly 11 minutes before the first messages were sent, a new box
appeared on myGate, the University's web portal.
The box, located at the bottom right hand corner of a user's home
page and titled Mobile Alerts, gives students the option to type their
cell phone numbers into the box, putting them into a pool of numbers
that receive emergency text message alerts in the event of a situation
on or off campus of possible threat to students.
Linda Miller, chief information officer, said the implementation of
the alert program addresses a gap in communication about emergencies between the University and its students.
"With the advent of this recent contract and the customization to
our campus, we are now able to till that gap," she said. "So, we are now
offering a text messaging service for campus alerts."
Miller said Uruversity officials had tossed around the idea of the
program for a while, but it was not until the money had been acquired
that the idea became a reality.
She said a group of people from various departments across the
University chose the program SchoolMessenger because it offered the
best product for the cheapest price and because other schools in the
area had positive things to say about it.
"When we purchased it, there was a committee made up of individuals from across campus that looked at it," Miller said.
That committee tested the system, logging into myGate and verifying their cell phone numbers with the company, she said, and had only
good things to say about its punctuality and clarity.
David Devoss, chief of Murray State Police and director of emergency management, said he thinks the program will be successful and
comes at the best time possible in the information age in which we
live.
In the communication room, a large open space with walls covered
by television monitors, viewing video from each comer of campus,
one operator sits at the controls.
It is that person, according to Devoss, who controls the three· tiered
emergency notification system of which Media Alerts is now apart.
Devoss said when an emergency occurs and under the direction of
a chief officer such as himself, the operator will send an alert via the
outdoor speakers, the voiceover IP phones on desks, and now, text
messages.
"The text messaging portion of our overall emergency communications systems was the third, but perhaps not final, piece of our systems," he said.
Devoss said the text messages fulfill a charge to communicate emergencies with all students.
"Primarily, if we have students walking or out of doors, we have
them covered with the outdoor system, next we have the Cisco Voice
Over IP phones that cover everyone who is in an office, so who's next?
Commuters. The text system would allow for us to reach the commuter students," he said.
Jeff Steen, assistant director of emergency management, said Public
Safety is given the opportunity to use text messages in a variety of
ways with the system they bought, however some issues can occur.
"We can push out a predetermined message, or we can compose a
message and send that out, too. It will match what we broadcast over
the PA systems and phones," he said. "However, when we look at text
messaging, we do not control those devices that throw it out there.

Staff writer

Austin Ramsey/The ~

Murray State Is implementinQ a textlng service that notifies students. faculty
and staff if disaster strikes. Recipients can sign up throuQh myGate.
We have to go through the cell phone companies. In some instances,
some universities have f<lUnd that cell phones arc so busy that there is
a delay of many minutes. It may be that the phones are in high use."
Don Robertson, vicl~ president of student affairs. said the new ser·
vice shows Murray State is serious about safety. He noted the impor·
tance of of signing up.
Ml think it's a very important clement to add," he said. "Now thi'i is
only as good as cell service. It's only going to work if you sign up for
it. If you choose not to sign up for it then obviously you're not going
to receive the text messages."
Commuter students agreed the system could be useful directly to
them.
Janie Stenberg, freshman from Dexter, Ky., said having emergency
texts sent directly to her phone would have been useful during the
tornado warning the University broadcasted several weeks ago.
"I woke up at 8 a.m..md drovl! to campus for my first class only to
find that students and faculty were responding to a tornado warning,"
Stenberg said. "All of my morning classes had been canceled. I think
the system will be beneficial to commuters because it can inform
them of emergencies ahead of time, and they will know to stay safely
at home."
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@murraystate.edu.
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MSU's Undergraduate Literary journal
is calling for submissions in the form of
fiction and poetry.

Submission Deadline:
Wednesday, December 1st at 4:30 p.m.
Send submissions to notations.msu@gmail.com

·./

Students who have not paid their bills for the
upcoming spring semester by Dec. 13 will be purged
from the schedule on Dec. 15, according to Murray
State administrators.
Anita Poyner, assistant director of student service
accounting, said purges help provide faculty with an
accurate number of students who attend the Uruversity. She said purging might open up classes that
would otherwise be closed because of students who
are not actually attending classes.
Murray State President Randy Dunn said administrators are careful to look to other institutions that
use fiscal responsibility as examples for appropriate
financial policies for the University.
"As we work to refine our enrollment practices,
we' re always looking to institute the best practices
that we see at other institutions around the country
that are financially responsible but also provide as
much latitude as possible for our students in making
payments," Dunn said.
He said he understands students must sometimes
scrape money together for their tuition payments.
"We know many of them are working to put themselves through school," Dunn said. "Administrators
are trying to find that middle ground between ensuring that we're fulfilling our fiscal responsibility as
well as providing flexibility for our students in the
process."
Poynor said the Uruversity is reinstating a policy
that was only suspended for a short time.
According to Poynor, the purging policy was used
by Murray State for about 20 to 25 years, but was
temporarily discontinued in order to focus on the
University's Banner System. She said Murray State
did not have the manpower to adequately focus on
both.
"Now that Banner is getting worked out, the
administration decided it was time to implement the
purging policy again," Poyner said.
Poyner said the Bursar's Office would attempt a
variety of ways to contact students who have not
paid for the spring semester.
She said a postcard would go out in the mail this
week as a reminder to students. She also said an email notice will be sent to students on Dec. 11, two
days before the payment deadline, to those who have
not paid their bills.
Poyner said it is important for students to keep
checking their e-mail and their billing statements
after Thanksgiving Break.
According to Poyner, the Bursar's Office will work
with students who have pending financial aid. She
said it is important students have their paperwork
completed on time.
"We want to remind students to sign their promissory notes and get their paperwork completed for
scholarships and financial aid," Poyner said.
Dominique Duarte. junior from Memphis. Tenn..
said she is worried some students may be purged
before all of their money arrives.
"Some scholarships don't come in until the last
minute," Duarte said. "Student loans are the same
way."
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.
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You are Invited to attend an event
sponsoring exile lnfernaffOI'lCi, a
non-profit organization that exists to
provide hope, heallng·and love to
children of war In Sudan, Uganda and
Congo on Sunday. November 21
between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m.
at Murray State University.
Curris Center Barkley Room.
A trailer of the award winning documentary
a.Jiaen of~ will be shown at 3:00

Proceeds will benefit their rehabllltatton.
For more information. visit exllelnternational.org
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Opinion Editor: Casey Rradlcy
Pbooe: 809-5873

Our View

Muggles, magic
and movies
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board ofThe
Murray State News.

L
ere are witches and there
are wizards. Each come in different
packaging, depending on the person telling the story. Terry Pratchett paints his witches separate from
his wizards, while J. K. Rowling
throws them together. No matter
the writer, though. they still remain
the magical beings readers love.
Thursday night saw another
breed of the magically inclined: the
Murray kind.
Gathering together the necessary
ingredients, fans of Harry Potter set
out for the midnight showing of
part one to the seventh movie. Let's
take a moment to praise the Cheri
Theaters for offering a midnight
showing of this film. Thank you,
Cheri, we greatly appreciate your
decision.
Sure, there's usually a ftlm you
wished was going to be playing in
Murray, especially for a midnight
showing, but as small town cinemas
go, the Cherie isn't bad.
Back to topic, "Harry Potter,"
how awesome is this series? Nothing can beat the magic of the original text, but as for the movies they
haven't done that poorly. There are
the gripes and complaints, but you
can't make everyone happy at the
same time, realistically.
For instance, chosen actors and
actresses. Some people may not
agree on the choices for their
favorite characters, but there
haven't been any glaringly bad
decisions.
Even though the landscape is
constantly changing, you can fudge
that over with the reassuring notion
that this is a world of magic, after
all And, OK, sometimes the script
cuts out some interesting back stories. such as Hermione and her
labors with S.P.E.W. or the almost

complete omission of Bill and Charlie Weasley, but the movies tend to
do an overall good job of covering
the main story, right?
Then you might want to take into
consideration how the sixth movie,
''The Half-Blood Prince," sort of
failed to explain who the half-blood
prince even was until, spoiler alert,
Snape out and told Harry.
But really, who cared at that
point? By the end of the movie,
everyone was more concerned with
the couplings in the magical world,
right? Makes you crave those confusing teenage years.
So maybe there have been a few
problems with the film adaptions of
the books. That's bound to happen
' when a large book is put to script.
There are only so many hours a
person can be expected to sit in the
theater. Not every movie, especially when there are a planned series
of eight, can each be the same
length of time as "Titanic," after all,
otherwise people would leave the
theater.
With that in mind, maybe it isn't
such a bad thing that the movies fail
to include every aspect of the
"Harry Potter" books.
What about the changes, though?
There are large potions left out, like
the hiring of Firenze after
Umbridge is carted off, but how
about, just to name a few, when
Harry goes off, running through the
fields after the werewolf? Or the
Burrow is set ablaze? Where in the
text does that happen?
It would seem the movies are not
what you would call "perfect." But
at least there's some effort. The
final book, in an effort to cover the
vast amount of material, has been
split into two movies.
Really, everyone benefits.
Fans get an extra movie and
there's another movie from which
to profit. So let's see how they handle movie no. 8 before sending out
the angry mob. Deal?

lllatdoy•IMI* ...
When should Christmassupplies be
soldin stores?
''I work at JC Penney. (Christmas sup·
plies are) out right after Halloween. I
think two weeks after Halloween is
more acceptable."

Meggle Goeke • St.louis, Mo.
freshman
"I think it's appropriate the day after

Halloween. Once Black Friday hits,
that's when all the sales happen so you
get a preview of the merchandise."
Kimber Mitchell· Frankfort. lnd

freshman
"The week of Thanksgiving is best. I
don't want to see it right after Hal·
loween. When you see it the week of
Thanksgiving, the spirit gets inside you
and gives you warm fuzzies all week."
Ashley Burks • Breckinrid9e, Colo.

sophomore
Derek M11ler!The News

Flying toward the end

Community Voice

Higher education not higher pay
University was ready to begin the
study.
In the fall of 2009, consultants
article that
from Mercer were hired "to develwas writ·
ten
last
op an equitable, consistent and
competitive compensation pro·
w e e k
t i t I e d ,
gram that establishes a stronger
link to the market, allows for
"Some staff
attraction and retention of qualito receive
hourly
fied individuals and creates clearer
career pathways within a sound
wage raissalary structure framework." This
Gina Winchester es,"
I
process involved months of meetwould like
Executive Director, to correct a
ing with University administration,
Office of Regional statement
conducting market analysis, surStewardship &
veying staff and supervisors, evaluthat
was
ating jobs and making recommenquoted.
Outreach
dations. As a result, we now have a
The arti·
clearer idea of where our hourly
cle stated Winchester said "there
positions line up based on the marare still employees on campus
making less than minimum wage".
ket median and can move forward
in requesting equitable pay.
Everyone knows minimum wage is
Let me pause here to say thank
the lowest hourly, daily or monthly
you to the Board of Regents for setwage employers may legally pay to
ting aside the funding in the budget
employees or workers by law.
as well as supponing Dunn's recMurray State does not have any
ommendations to include pay
employees making less than $7.25
adjustments in the budget cycle for
per hour. What was stated in the
the past three years to our lowest
interview is that we do have
paid staff. His efforts through these
employees making lower than their
minimum pay range. Which is one
small adjustments, as well as the
one 'time $400 stipend in 2008-09,
reason Staff Congress requested a
staff compensation study for our
have significantly impacted the
hourly workers.
overall goal of bringing all posiAs President of Staff Congress, I
tions to market median.
would like to take this opportunity
Also, thanks to Dunn and the
to address some of the sources of , administration for continuing to
make adjustments in tough budget
concerns coming out of the comtimes and work with departments
pensation study.
to address the issues which surWhen this issue was brought to
the attention of Staff Congress in
faced from this study.
2005 by the former human
It is important to keep in mind
resource director, a formal comthat this study was not conducted
in order to give everyone a raise,
pensation study had not been conducted in over 30 years. After
nor did it cause anyone to lose a
job or take a decrease in pay, nor
much consideration, Staff Condid anyone go backwards in their
gress successfully encouraged the
job categories. It is also important
administration to set aside money
in the budget to hlre an outside
to keep in mind that the study was
not based on internal job evaluaconsultant to conduct a study of
hourly staff only. This request was
tions or individual financial need,
honored, but due to changes in
but was based on whether posiadministration and budget cuts it
tions are paid more or less then the
took almost four years before the
market median for similar posiIn response to an
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tions in the region. The study also
revealed Murray State's benefits
are far above the standard and help
to balance employee compensation.
Once the study was completed,
the administration chose to use the
information to make adjustments.
Since the budget would not allow
for all adjustments at once. the
decision was made to spread salary
adjustments over as many employees as possible, therefore, resulting
in 266 or the 552 employees getting
an adjustment in January of 20ll.
Those hourly staff receiving even a
smaU adjustment should be thank·
ful faculty and professional staff
were not included and the administration did not have 10 do anything.
Another decision made by the
administration was to adjust grade
levels and change some job titles to
line up with the current market.
During this process, some individuals may have changed titles or
grade levels that do not correspond
to their current job.
Human Resources is continuing
to work with individuals to make
these adjustments through the
audit system when they are notified.
Recommendations and adjustments from this compensation
study will continue to be an ongoing process and Staff Congress will
continue to keep it a priority.
To that end, Staff Congress
wants to be sure you are heard.
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RandomlY. Pendled

Ho alumna of
her NaNo r1 o
groove back
Jodl .Keea
Alumna/rom
Mt. Vernon, DL
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p 0 s tgraduation
.life, I have
discov·
ered,
is
· tricky. One
day, you're
cramming
for an 8 a.m.
medieval
literature
~xamwhile

woofing
down
a
bowl of beef-flavored Ramen.
The next, you're chugging
down coffee while speeding to
report on a conservatory board
meeting ... and signing up for
new health ilisurance and
researching a 401(k). No
amount of late-night Ramen
will prepare you for that.
Or, you can do what 1 did:
One month into your new job,
decide you're not ready to "settle down" into a career just yet,
and pack up and move halfway.
around the world to be ... an au
pair.
My days now are a whirl of
English and Spanish lessons
with my host family's 13-yearold daughter, attempting to create something edible in the
kitchen and wrangling the family's Labrador puppy. Newswriting and journaling are not
requited of me an)'IIIGrea and I
admit I bave tabn an~
break from them.
~ when I stumbled across
the National Novel · ·Writing
Month, 1 thought it
a fan•
tastic idea. I needed something
to encourage me to begin writ- .
ing again in earnest, and
although it was late, late October, my lack of preparation and
the word count didn't daunt me
in the least.
Fifty thousand words, I
thought. Piece of cake. rm a
woman of words; as a journalist, that's my job. I've spent
years writina way too much in
journals. essays and news stories, anyway. Fifty thousand ·
words would come easily.
Besides, I fagured if I could
survive a nearly 2G-year formal
education and come out with a
degree at the eq,(L surely I could .
whip up something resembling
a novel within a month. I was in
and up for the challenge ... or so
I thought.
Seven full days into November, I bad nothblg. Not one siligle
Worse, 1 didn't care.
It's not like I was swamped
with homework. which thankfully ceased when I received my
diploma. I wasn't traveling,
since I was saving up money for

w

word.

Christmas in Ge~y. Playing
teacher wasn't interfering - my
host family's daughter was even
in London, affordiaB me. a ;vacation the first two weeks of
November. What better time
for a project.?
Apparently, writing a so.oooword novel in 30 days wasa't
enough of a challenge - I had to
purposely sabotage a project
that no one. was even forcing
me to do. So, what was my
problem?
Perhaps I was burnt out. ¥\er
all, I had just completed five
years of writing term papers,
essay questions and classroom
news stories. Immediately following graduation, 1 segued
from being a college student to
a full-time journalist - more
· •
n..
d
wntmg.
.~:.very ay was a seemingly endless parade of penning
drafts. p itcbing 1'deas and p iecing to,gether fragments to compose a news story.
So, for weeks after I moved, 1
wrot e nothing more than the
I
occasl.onal e-mail• In Auouct,
l:t...,..
bloggm'
g
s._&..
gradu ally began
~
But so far, nothing had really lit
a fare in. me and reignited my
love for writing. Until NaNoWriMo, and the thought of failing
because I didn't even try. I don't
ti id
I 1m
bat
s truggle or . eas.
ow w
I want my characters to say; I
have had their story mapped
out for three years. IDstead of
writer·~ block. my b~ett
enemy IS my decreasiDg will to

w:e·res~ns~

~ Not ChristmasI~~!

letters
··
l
etters
·letters
U •
•
•

DIV~rStty

praJSe froDl
•

student
1 hear many $tudents ~
about hc>w they are one of the

first few ~dents OJl campus
and one of the last students to
lea
: :..w..tt.., 1 have 8 life. 1
... ...--uaa,,

Ru namu k

them. this is their Job/career.
rve asked a few of them why
tiler worked for Murray State
and for many, it just fell into
their laps. No one sets out to
be a building technician, but it
was the cards that life dealt

~ Hurricane Katrina hi•

..

there are a select group of

~.. ~ ~~~
........... ~, ._.,
•~

the

don't need to proudly proclaim my dedication to my art
form by whining over long
hours spent studying and
practicing. I let my actions do

the talking
1 digress. Even though many
students do come to campus
early and leave really late,

pmple who do the same thiDa

~does.

When I read that some of
~ et»PICJYHS were

.th;~elstuiiidiienietr,.·~m~e~~flji-~ft~~~

bottle or YQUr
butts. ,They clean _up your
mess When you decide to. be
clUIDJY and. spill your drink
on the steps In Faculty, HaD.

They are our janitors, or
buildmg· t~cians as the
paper called them.
•
In my time here at li(array
5aae, rve cleve!Oped • fdeadship with many of the ~n.
For Instance, there are tln._oee
ladies that are always on the
f"lfth floor of the Price Doyle
F'me Arts building at 4:30 p.m.

by Trevin Holder

..

not to work too bard. For

many people were dispersed.
One woman told me that she
got on a bus in. New Orleans
~
and didn't know where she
was going.
She got off the"bus and she
was in Murray, Ky. She's a full
time employee and was a full
time &iend of mine over the
summer. Hearmg· and seeing
her work really gave me an
appreciation for what our

my War;clean,;!;n=

have turned the tables a1id are
speaking not to each other, but
to me. They tell me to stop
denyiug who I am - a W!iter and to quit being lqr. The
words I want to say exist ill my
. d, and if I don't-"' hold o(
mm
eac....
them now, who says theym still
be there later?
When it comes right clown to
it, my characters' story is tired
of collecting dust in my head. It
deserves to be told.
While my word count is still
embarrassingly low, it is more
progress than I have made in
the three years this story idea
has been rolling around in my
head. I see the plot flesh out
and my characters come to life.
Although I chart their course,
they still at times surprise me
with what they do.
Sometimes. faith needs a little
push. And if all my littleo piec:e
of fiction ever *omes is
50,000 words sitting on my bard
drive, I will be satisfied - fer I
have written a novel and rediscovered the very thing that sets
my heart free.

Every time I pass them. I
make small talk and tell them

The benefits that Murray
State University offers are
great (tuition waivers and
health beneflts to. DaiBe. •
few), but when It ~ w
b . th
. 15
uyJDg e ess~ • ~ney
is a must. I commend Jfqrray
State for realiZing thl8 and
iDaeasi,Dc the hOUrly ~
of some Staft: They are t.t:WY.
the firSt ones to get here .ad
the last ones ~o leave.

Cornelius Hocker.
junior from Greenville, Ky.

I

you just can't
ignore. As soon
as
Halloween
ends, practically
every
store
breaks out the
Christmas mer..__.......___..- chandise,
two
Cuej lll'adley months before
Opinion Editor the holiday.
I realize Christmas is a popular holiday, I mean,
people go so far as to celebrate the
holiday over the summer.
(In my opinion. that's completely
unnecessary. Celebrate the warm
weather, the sunshine and the time
you have with friends, not a holiday
months in the past or the future,
whichever you prefer to see it as.
B,ut that's another colUJDD. another
time.)
There's nothing wrong with shopping for Christmas presents months
in advance, that's just considered
good planning. But please, leave the
decoration and candy shopping for
after Thanksgiving.
People seem to forget that
between Halloween and Christmas
is another holiday, one that, while
sometimes misinterpreted, is still
important. Thanksgiving is a day on
which we celebrate in my tavorite
ways, family and food.
Near the end of November I enjoy
nothing more than spending the
morn)ng and parts of the afternoon
busy iD the kitchen with various
famllylllC!Dbers. Mom starts off the
night before, writln& out the list of
dishes and m•kl111 sure she didn't
forget any neceuary ~dlents.
The morniJll of Thanksgivins
begins with a fresh pot of coft'ee,
clean hands and a pile of vegetables
to chop.
Another Qpect of the holiday I
love is hOw 111J family seems to

c:beDF tit the lOcation more often

than not. sqpbomore year ofco~ep
,}l~~~AVc~

roommatil!""ac1~d to share a." tril.clti
tional Thanksgiving meal with her,
only to learn that everyone but my
sister had ran off to Nashville. (Talk
lbout~ s~ am Iijillt?).
~ofa~me.l,we

spent 'fllanks~ mDJas huJD..
mus aDd pita~~- a mostly veptariu met~ with family
frieDd8: ADotber }ell I wesat clown
to MasbYille •
a frieDd from
Cld6 mel - apeat_the hOliday
witllmy aunt and ber'adorable dog.
(There are some. amusing stories
from that Thanksgiving.)
The point is, though, that the
appearance of Christmas merchandise before Thanksgiving has even .
had a chance to present itself is
direspectful to the holiday. OK, so
holidays don't have feelinp. but
each holds importance (otherwise
they wouldn't be holidays, obviously)..
Therefore, it plants a seed of dislike whenever I see the red and
green decol'ations and cheery Santa
faces smiling at me from the store
shelves.
Seriously, Christmas. isn't one
month enough? 'Daking over other
holidays is Bad Ust behnior. What
would Santa think?

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.
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Well, Hey There MutTay State

D'uk'E
Finally, basketball
season has arrived,
and along with it,
my favorite hobby:
University of Kentucky
basketball
bashing.
Since first coming
to schu<)l here
Drew
many years ago, I
Hursey
have noticed for Assbtant Sports Editor
many native Kentuckians, opening day for college basketball is greater than their birthday,
Christmas, wedding and birth of their
first child - combined.
Actually, let me rephrase what I just
stated; J am not talkjng about all citizens of Kentucky, but rather University of Kentucky basketball fans .•
As a Duke basketball fan, people
tried to warn me, but I just never
understood what they were trying to
tell me. I heard multiple times, "Watch
yourself down there in Wildcat Country!" Most of these warnings came
from my brothcr·in·law who is a passionatt' UK fan, but 1 just disregarded
him because he's also a Chicago Cubs
fan, and I can't take anything a Cubs'
fan says seriously.
As I sat in Hart Residential College
on my first night of college, I unpacked
all my clothes, including the arsenal of
Duke attire. I wanted to let everyone
know where my loyalty laid - with the
greatest coach ever, Mike Krzyzewski
The next morning I opened the door
not knowing what to expect; from the
cautions I received. 1 thought I might
get jumped in a back alley walking to
class. 1t didn't happen tht.m gh. In fact,
for my first four months of school, I
wore Duke gear all the time, and didn't
really catch any grief about it, except
from UNC fans. l was baffled; where
were all the passit>nate UK basketball
fans who I had heard so much about
hiding?
Then it happened. nig Blue Madness
began and the animal had awoken from
its deep sleep. It was like living in a
nightmare. My friends who loved UK
changed into wcre.wolf·like basketball
fiends: their eyes dilated any time the
letters ·u· and 'K' were mentioned in
the same sentence, they only feasted at
night on game days (usually on red
meat) and would clear their entire
schedule 48 hours prior to a game and
48 hours after a game. I bad never seen
fanhood to this level.
I made the mistake of wearing my
Duke ho<>die to class one day after a
UK loss and literally saw my life flash
in front me. I stood in :t he middle of a
group of UK fans like a wounded antelope hanging out in a lion's den after
· Lent. I was fresh meat for the taking.
Never in my life had I heard so much
hatred directed toward a school, a
coach and Christian Laettner.
I tried to tell them it was only
November so therc was still a lot of
season left to play. and how one loss
wouldn't affect their season, but ther
wouldn't listen.
I even told them there had only been
one undefeated team in the last 30
years, but the rage didn't leave. Thankfully. my professor walked in because
if he hadn't 1 already had 2222 dialed
on my phone.
My head was spinning. My brain lit·
erally could not fathom what was
going through these fans' minds. What
I did know was that after escaping
death, a switch flipped inside of me,
and I began loving to see UK lose. My
favorite hobby had been established.
Where UK fans' favorite day of·the
year is the beginning of college basketball season, my favorite day fluctuates
each year depending on one certain
thing: when the UK basketball season
ends (usually sometime before March).
The only time this will change is when
they finally win a national championship; it will officially go from a day
of celebration for me, to a day of
mourning. Hopefully, I will be long
gone from Kentucky because I'm afraid
the state will have to declare martial
law to stop the riots.
It's time, however, to put away my
UK bashing. A-; much fun as I have
with UK fans by mentioning Coach Cal
and cheating when talking about its
program, by Duke winning the college
basketball title l:lst year, I have nothlng
left to accomplish with my shots at UK
and its fans.
Despite differences, there is one
thing that tics the UK fans at Murray
State and I together- Racer basketball.
Saying this, I hope UK fans can accept
my apology for my years of bashing,
but you all have to understand that to
an outsider, all ya'll are crazy.

Contact Hursey at drew.hurscy@
murraystate.edu.

Top: Senior 9uard B.J. Jenkins fiQhts for possession aQalnst ETSU players duri119 the Racers 50-39 home-openiOCJ win Monday nl9hl
Bottom: Juniors Michael Rust and Jordan Snyder show support for Donte Poole and the Racers at the CFSB Center.

Photos by Rick Burrt~s/The News
Top: Acheerleader oets the crowd excited.
Bottom: Sophomore Quard Isaiah canaan plays defense.

Open season with mixed results
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer

Drew Hursey
Assistant Sports Editor
Claiming the win uf the firstufticiul game of
the 2010-U season Monday night against East
Tennessee State, the men's basketball team
dominated with a final score of 50·39.
"(ETSU) went to the NCAA tournament and
played us tough last year, so (winning) was a
big confidence booster for us and hopefully
we'll bring that confidence to tht! next game,"
said senior guard B.J. Jenkins.
Jenkins said the game came down to one
thing.
"Defense, defense, defense," he said. "Some
nights are off nights and our offense just isn't
going to be there, and, just like last year. that's
what sets us apart from most teams, you can
never have an off-defensive night so that's
how we approach most games."
Junior forv.1ard Donte Poole agreed.
"If we weren't playing defense l think they
could have (taken) a large lead in the begin·
ning and set us back and then we would have
to play comeback, so I think the deft•nse is
wh~•t kept us in the game," Poole said.
Maintaining composure is another valuable
link in the anchor to success, said Head Coach
·
Billy Kennedy.
''I'm rcally proud of our guys for sticking
together and believing in our team on the
defensive end when the offense wasn't going
well," Kennedy said, ''No one got frustrated
and l thought that was the key to us winning
the game."
Another key was staying sharp and retaining
defense, Jenkins said.
"We knew ~:ventually someone was going to
hit a shot, but our objective was to keep them
from hitting shots," he said.

As the team looks to the remainder of the
season, defense is still the focus.
"We go into every game saying we've got
the game plan and we know we're going to try
to dominate them on the defensive end," Poole
said.
·
The team is realistic and determined regarding the upcoming games.
"We're not the prettiest team, so we have to
be a blue-collar team defensively," Kennedy
said. "That's going to give us the best chance
to win, especially on the road."
Improvement is on the horizon as the play·
ers gel as a team and train for excellence.
"I know we'll shoot it better as the season
goes on. I know we'll do a better job on the
free throw line. I know we'll get better defen·
sive rebounds from our pOst guys," Kennedy
said.
Jenkins s'aid the team is equipped with the
tools needed to etch Murray State deeper into
the OVC history books.
"We have the energy and the talent; we just
don't know what type of team we're going to
be yet," he said. "We're going to be good
though."
Kennedy said the support of Racer Nation
influences the team, especially in games like
Monday night's.
"It's a home game and we've got to win our
home games," Kennedy said. "We had a good
crowd. The students were involved and that
helped."
Down and out ln Oxford
After the win, the Racers loaded up and
headed south, traveling to Oxford, Miss., on
Wednesday where they took on the Rebels of
Ole Miss and picked up their first loss of the
season, 77-61.
Sophomore guard Isaiah Canaan led all Mur·
ray players with 15 points, followed by Poole
who bad 12 points and senior forward Jeffery
I

.

McClain with ll points.
Facing an SEC team thls early in the season
offered the Racers a chance to face some stiff
competition before heading to Anaheim, Calif.,
next week to play in the '76 Classic, a beginning of the season tournament.
.
Ole Miss jumped out to a quick lead, but the
Racers fought back and overtook the score in
the 16th minute of the first half.
They held onto this lead until. wittl.six min·
utes and 27 seconds left in the f.trst half, the
Rebels retook the lead, never to relinquish it.
Part of what made the Rebels go were two
players with more than 20 points: senior guard
Zach Graham. who led all scorers with 22
points, and sophomore guard Nick Williams
who had 21. Guard Chris Warren, the Rebels
leading scorer was held to 10 points.
Along with having to offset the points Gra·
ham and Williams put up for the Rebels, the
biggest difference of the game came from the
shooting performance of the Racers.
Murray made 30 percent of their shots fromthe field, while Ole Miss made almost 45 per·
cent of their shots. This differential was
enough to give the Rebels their second win of
the season.
The Racers come back home Saturday to
take on Reinhardt University at 7 p.m. in the
CFSB Center hoping to get another win under
their belt before flying to California later in
the week.
Led by guard Carrlos Lyles and .h is nearly 19
points per game, Jeffrey Pourchier's squad
travels to Murray State sporting a 2-4 record
fresh off a 92-79 loss to Shorter University.
Lyles. at only 6-foot-2, leads the team in
rebounding at nearly six boards a game for the
NAIAscbool.

Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraysute.edu. and Hursey at drcw.hursey@
murraystate.edu.
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The many faces of Tim MacAllister
himself as a coach hut rather planned un becoming nn FBI
agent in the Elite Counter-Terrorism Unit.
However, without the ability to watch basketball games in
Kyrgyzstan because of the country's lack of Internet and
ESPN, MacAllister said the realization of his love for coaching
occurred shortly after hts coaching days began.
"The real turning point for me was, even though 1 got up at
3:30 in the morning and worked a l3-hour day, I would get off
and look forward to basketball practice t'Ven though I was
going to have to be standing there getting into th~~sc guys and
trying to get rhcm to learn the offense ~vcn thtlugh they were
tired too," he snid. "It was su much fun, and Ctlaching in the
game was even more fun: being able t1> Sl!C the benefits of
your work and being able to make those decisions."
With a genuinely humble personality and a coaching style
like his dad's, MacAllister said his tt:am in Kyrgyzstan was
maJe up of former college player-; who knew huw to play the
game.
"We played friendship games against the ho~t country,'' he
said. ''It was us against their college All-Stars, their bl'st college team and a profl!ssiunal team twicl!."
His team, the Manas Air l~asc. beat both cullcgt' teams. hut
MacAllister said the first game with the Kyr~yzstani primt.>
minister of social affairs, vice prime minister and U.S. ambassador in attendance, was full of hype.
"After the first quart<'.r in the very first garne against their
college All-Stan; we w e re down by like l 5,J>Q I calh:d time out,
and I just lit into our guys," he said. UNow it wasn't like a Rudy
speech or anything, nnd I don't want to make it out that way,
but it was very much !1 rcmcmbcr-what-yt>U'rc-wcnrin~-and
who-you'rt•-wcaring·it-fllr speech."
After the spccd1, the young but passionat<.~ coach said he
started subbing players 4uickly and the team immediately
began catching up to Kyrgyzstan's All-Stnrs.
''We started pressing right away, and we ended up closing
the gap being up b}' three :It halftime. so we made an 18-point
swing in seven minutes," he said.
One of his most memorable moments happened next,
MacAllister said.
"At halftime I was about to go into the locker room and
their prime minister nf sp•>rts came over and said, 'I'm
extremely impressed with huw you rallied your team, it was
incredible, you all came hack nnd that's :l tribute t(l you,' and
reached out for my hand and shook it. That stuck with me,"
MacAllister said .
The return home
Returning safely home to Klmtucky from KyrbryZstan in
February, he was ju!>t in time for the peak of the Murray State
basketball season, and, after moving back to Murrar in June,
MacAllister made a trip to the basketball office.
'"I went in and said 'I'll do whatever you want me to do, if
you want me to do laundry. I'll do lnundry.lf you want me to
wipe up the floor. I'll wipe up the floor,' and thus fur I've done
a lot of both," ht• said with a laugh. "But it's h<.•cn fun." 1
Motivated by passion and lm•e for the game, MacAllister
said his job as stud~·nt man;1gcr is not glamorous,
'Tm in charge of prep for practice, making sure all the
equipment is where it needs to b<:, laundry, during practice I'll
be on the pads hitting the b1g guys, anrthing the coaches ask,
being a passer. being a rcbounder, filming practice. filming

The journey from fan to coach
and everything in between
Sophie M cDonald
Staff writer

I

After serving the United States in the Air National Guard,
21-year-old veteran and Murray State student Tim MacAllister is making a name for himself in the basketball coaching
world.
MacAllister, a junior, was raised in California, moved to
Russellville, Ky., during high school and became a Racer in
2007.

The call to serve
After only one semester at Murray State, MacAllister found
himself penniless and joined the Air National Guard to fulfill
a .promise made after the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11.
"After 9/11, I promist!d that if I could do anything about
(tt!rrorism) l would," he said.
However, MacAllister said it was not until high school the
full impact of that September day hit him.
"1 started to figure out what terrorism was, why they had
done what they had done, and it became clear to me that 1
wanted to make sure that nothing like that happened again,"
he said. "1 started learning about terrorist organizations
throughout the Middle East, southeast Asia, Africa and South
America; 1 took a terrorism course here in the criminal justict•
department and immersed myself in what it was."
Joining the Guard not only fulfilled the promise but took
him to Lack land Air Force Base in Antonio, Texas for a semester of Basic Training. Returning to Murray, MacAllister t01.1k
a job as the Assistant Sports Editor for The News, a heat
writer for football and basketball for a year and was on the
fast track to becoming Sports Editor before being called to
serve his country in August 2009.
The choice to coach
During his deployment in Kyrgyzstan, a small country
north of Afghanistan, MacAllister worked gate security as
Military Police.
Within the first month of working 13-hour days, sometimes
confiscating kniws and guns from potential threats, MacAllister was hired as basketball coach on base.
"I assumed they already haJ a team, because they needed a
coach," he said. "Well, that wasn't true. They hired me, then
told me to hold tryouts and choose my team."
MacAllister said he always had a heart for basketball, attributed partly to growing up in a family with sports in its blood.
His mom was a high school swimmer and his two sisters play
on the girls' basketball team at logan County High School
coacht!d by their dad, Scot MacAllister.
"He's been in the gym since he was little," his father said.
"He'd sit and watch film with me and we'd talk about it, 1 figured he was going to follow in basketball whether it was as an
athlete or a coach. He wore a whistle around his neck and carried a clipboard everywhere."
Despite his father's coaching position and attending coaching clinics with him for years, Tim said he never pictured

games, wiping sweat up off the floor, having the ball ready.
"Away from practice, I'm in charge of everything from getting laundry done to making sure the DVDs and the clip tapes
of the different ·t eams are ready," he said.
MacAllister summed up his job in one sentence.
"We make sure the coaches don't have to worry about the
little things so they can be even better at the big things," he
said. "We don't necessarily have a well·defined job title: we
just do what needs to be done."
MacAllister said making the switch from head coach in Kyrgizstan to student manager at Murray State was not without
difficulty, but rewarding in its own right.
'"It's a little hit tough just from the standpoint of being the
main guy and having all the decisions run through you, to
coming to a Division I program where l don't have a say in
anything," he said.
The next step
Using Spanish education as a vehide, MacAllister said he
dreams of coaching again someday on a grander scale.
"I'd like to be a college basketball coach," he said. "I want to
stay in Murray at this point; I'd love to coach here. lfl ever get
to that point, I'd love to coach at Duke after Mike Krzyzewski
leaves."
Inspired by the game he loves. MacAllister said after a bad
day he an go to the court, shoot free throws and escape realitr for a brief time.
"T-hafs lt'r'herc 1 get away from everything, that's where 1
think, where I sort things out, it's where everything makes
sense: on the floor or on the sidelines," he said.
The challcngt! of the game is a motivating factor as well,
MacAllister said.
''I think it's the one thing you can play your entire life and
never pcrft'ct,'' he said.
Crediting his parents with shaping him into the person he is
today, Mat•Allister said he and his dad share a bond that transcends the game they share.
"Even though 1 don't get to see him often, it's who I go to
advice for, me and my dad are almost exactly the same, outside our appearance," he said. "There could be eight games on
(television) and I'll call him and we'll be watching the same
one. We havc the same temperance, and that's where I get all
my attributes from, most of them at least."
Scot said it was special for him to coach Tim his freshman
year of high school. then coach with him for a brief time at
Logan County High and hopes his son becomes a college
coach so they can once again be on staff together.
"He's going to make a great coach. He's very goal-oriented
anJ determined," his father said. "His mom and his sisters and
I are most proud that he is becoming a great man. Whether
he's an FBI agent or a basketball coach. he has the integrity
and enthusiasm to be successful. He takes responsibility upon
himself and never blames things on other people or situations,
he takes things by the horn and says 'this is what I'm going to
do,' and he does it."
Lookil\g hack over his life, MacAllister said he would not do
anything different.
"The culmination of those events has led to where I want to
be and I think I'm right where I want to be right now," he said.
"I think this is where God wants me."

Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.
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1 don't even know where to start.
When the editorial board brought up this
topic for Face Off. I was mortified. In my
opinion, this is the stupidc~t argument I ever
had posed to me. I say that because the very
basis for quidditch - magic - does not exist.
That's like asking should we chan~c our
anti-discrimation policy at The News to
account for vampires, werewolves ~md
witches. THEY DON'T EXIST, so what is
the point of talking about it?
Even if I wanted to say yes, at no point in
the realm of realit}' is this a po:;sibility.
Broomsticks don't Oy, magic wands don't
shoot out spells and quidditch c:~n't happen.
Sure, some people call what they do in the
Quad quidditch, but the basis of the game is
centered in a fictional universe. where
Harry Pottl'r lives with all of his magical
buddies.
People holding broomsticks and running
around the Qu:td throwing around a volleyball is as much quidditch as little kids playing military in the backyard is actual war.
just because you can mimic something doesn't mean you can replicate it.
Quidditch br definition is, "an imaginary
game in whkh players fly on broomsticks."
That comes from dictionary.com, which
while not the most concrete source in the
world. is the best I could find. Sadly, Merriam-Webster's and Britt.mica haven't given
in and listed the game yet.
As for my llpponent, yes, I have already

Greg Waddell

Drew Hursey

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

read Drew's article and most of it revolves
around his love for all things Harry Potter.
I'm a big fan of the series as well but unlike
Drew, I feel I can engage in reason.
I've read all seven
books, watched all of the
movies and I love the
series just as much as
nnyone else, but let's be
real here. the need for
hcillthy living is not justification for trying to
make a fidional sport
real.
I would argue there is
a sport very comparable
to quidditch, and it is
popular in England as
well. On this side of the
pond. we know it as 'iOCcer but they affectionately refer to it as football.
Despite the fact real quidditch is played
with bludgers. a golden snitch and the whole
flying broomstick thing. it resembles soccer
in more ways than one.
If you want to be active, go play that. Any
person who has evt!r played the game will
tell you that it requires an extreme amount
t)f fitness to be effective.
All in all, no one will ever convince me
quidditch is or can ben real sport. If it could,
I would be stoked because I'm a "Harry Potter" nerd just like Drew.
I just usc the part of my brain that allows
me to reason, and ( feel like Drew and I are
seeing this from different angles.
My sole argument is and will always be
that by definition quidditcb is not real. An
imaginary game does not become real just
because real people play it; it simply
becomes a new game adapted to the rules of
the previous one.
Quidditch is not a real sport because it
cannot bl! a real sport. Case closed.

Finally, the time has come; "Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1" is here.
In honor of this joyous moment in my life,
I shall be arguing against Greg this week on
why quidditch should be
considered a real sport.
1
With the mind-boggling
popularity of everything
I "Harry Potter," having the
sport of the wizards translated into a real life contest
should not come as a great
surprise to anyone. even
WTwilight" fans. By the
way. this just proves even
more how much Harry Potter would whoop up on
Edward and Jacob; "Harry
Potter" has a sport on flying broomsticks, while the
only sport "Twilight" offers is making out on
a treetop - weak.
Now, let me get back to the real argument.
Yes, J know we do not have magical powers.
even though I am convinced I have seen
people at Murray State who honestly believe
they could pull out a wand and put a cruciatus curse on me in a blink of an eye.
A sport on magical flying broomsticks is
just not going to happen, but what has developed over the last few years in the Muggle
(that's the non-wizards for all of you unfamiliar with "Harry Potter") world is one of
the fastest growing sports in America: nonmagical quidditch.
For those of you who have not heard of
this, the game was adapted from J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" books, and is a mixture
of ultimate Frisbee, SQccer, basketball, capture the flag and awesomeness.
Honestly, I cannot describe how the game
is played because it really is its own animal;
no other game exists to compare it w.
Don't fret, like I said. this game is literally
one of. if not the fastest growing .sports in
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this country we call home.
Since its start in 2005, the IQA {lntercolle·
giate Quidditch Association> has helped
form more than 400 college teams and more
than 300 high school teams. It is like a viral
outbreak taking over the nation.
just a week ago, the fourth quidditch
World Cup took place in New York's Cenl
tral Park in which 46 teams and 757 players
participated.
I am sure Greg will try to be logical and
make some sarcastic remarks about this
sport as being only for people who wish they
attended Hogwarts and took naps in th<;
Gryftinc..l<lr commons between classes. and
to a degree, he might be right. I mean, which'
"Harry Potter" lover has not wished they
could be p:trt of this magical world? I know I
have.
Howl·vcr, look what this game is promoting. In a culture defined by videogames,
Facebook, YouTube videos and pure gluttony. here is a spurt which is played on a
field about the size of a football field where
you are constantly in motion - almost like
little Harry Potter molccuh..>s.
Why on earth would you want to put a
stop tO something which is extremely fun
and promotes health at the same time? It is
ludicrous to not support it. I don't care
where its origins come from.
I end with this: Grt..>g. from the words of
John Mayer, you can't stop this traiJL Prepare yourself for tlw arrival of quidditch.

Log on to lllenews.ofT} and let us know who you think won this weet's arr)llmeltt.

'The week in sports

The News Gre<J Waddell and Drew Hursey decide who inthe world of sports deserves an award and a penalty.

l1Je yellow card goes to •••
Tiger Woods because it's
good seeing him get his
life back on track, but his
new house is a little over
the top • $50 million, real~
ly?

M4n of tbe Match goes to_
Juan Agudelo for being the
youngest American to score
for the men's U.S. national
soccer team at J7 years old.

The red card ~ to •••
University of California
defensive
lineman
Aaron Tipoti for faking
an injury (after showing
he wasn~t hurt) to get
the clock to stop.

The return of Racer football
Greg Waddell
Sports Editor

Photos tourteo;y o1T.1b Brockman

Ayouno Racer fan watches on as Murray State defeats Austin Peay 61·35 in Clarksville. Tenn.

Freshman defensive tackle Jeremy Brackett (92} rushes up the field looking to make a play.

r

Another game, another huge offensive performance from the Racers.
Duane Brady was the benefactor this go around as
the freshman runningback exploded for 114 yards and
two touchdowns on the day. The outburst, which came on
22 carries, was the first 100-yard game of his career.
But he wasn't the only offensive star.
Sophomore signal caller Casey Brockman, being Casey Brockman, lit up the sky on a rainy afternoon, hooking up with
receivers for 497 yards and three scores. The self-proclaimed
"Wild Horse" fell just three yards short of becoming the first player in the history of the program to total 500 passing yards twice in
a season.
Catching his passes were familiar faces in senior receivl•rs Mar·
cus Harris and Rashad Daniels. Harris reeled in 11 catches for 138
yards and a m while Daniels added nine for 122 yards and a score
of his own.
Brockman and Brady were rewarded for tht•ir performances as
Brockman was named OVC Player of the Week and Brady garnered
Co-Newcomer of the Week.
Murray State improved to 5-5 with the victory and have the
chance to t1nish with a winning record for the first time since 2004,
when three different Racers recorded more than 700 yards rushing. Standing between them is OVC foe Tennessee State at 1 p_m.
Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Head Coach Chris Hatcher said the game is on their minds.
"Our goal this week is to be 1-0," Hatcher said. "We've talked
for several weeks and probably the best we could he was 6-5 and
Cutout hr Chris PhlllipstThe Ne"s
have a winning season. It's a hig deal. We need a big crowd."
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Video Game Review

Channel Surfing

Crafty 'Kirby' too adorable for words

My stalker tendencies

When it comes to
television characters,
sometimes I get a little stalker-y.
I'm not talking
"One Tree Hill" Psycho Derek levels or
anything, but I like to
know as much as possible about the people
Charlotte I watch every week on
Kyle
TV.
Features Editor
I've talked about it
, before. These charac·
ters have become my best friends, my
family and my eeemies. I tune in to
watch them every week. I want to really
get to know who I'm watching.
(OK, that is sounding a little more Psycho Derek-y than I meant for it to.)
I've thought about this a lot lately. Part
of the reason comes from NBC's "Community."
In their ~ean Girl" plot, Abed's vision
turns into a Robocop-esque screen filled •
with hidden info and hints about the
upcoming season from his point of view.
For example, part of his screen mentions tracking the "Projected Cycles" for
the female characters in the study group.
In last week's episode, Abed reveals he
had inadvertently been tracking the menstrual cycles of the girls, knowing when
Photo courtesy of ign.com
to provide them with chocolate to better
the group's experiences as a whole.
Kirby sits happily on a teddy bear's foot Multiple layers of fabric and stitching create a world of toys and cuteness.
I'm not saying I need to know when my
rial is. Kirby sinks down in the cotcan be more frustrating than start- favorite character's cycle starts, or even
winter-thcml'd land where you
1
jump down a chimney and an ocean
ton-based levels, but the volcano's
ing over.
that I'd be excited to know if we were
This isn't a game made for girls. synced. I don't think I would be, but hand
land where you tum into a dolphin
rock surfaces remain steady.
and jump through hoops,
Some levels require you to
This is a game made for the creative me a piece of chocolate and see if my
explore behind the fabrics using
The patch lands arl' gorgeous, not
and casual gamer - someone who 1 answer changes.
only because the themes are cute
entranceways, often hidden behind
cares more about the package and
It's just nice to know some little
the journey. It has a ton of replay details.
and well-thought out, but because
patches you remove during the
value thanks to extra patches and
the use of textures and layers create
level. When you go behind the main
Abed's screen also featured a reminder
layer you can see Kirby's raised
a new experience.
items to decorate your space. It's a about Troy's birthday - 14 days. Because
outline. It's the small details that
"Kirby's Epic Yarn" is a breath of
stress-reliever, with pleasant music the timeline on the series typically
really bring the game from "cute.. to
and vivid colors.
fresh air in that manner. Everyone
matches the real timeline, fans predicted
"Visually stunning."
knows how to swing from one platAnd honestly, how could anyone Troy's birthday should be Nov. 18.
form to another, but when your
hate yarn?
The levels themselves are fun to
Recent episode descriptions reveal
string is yam, your platform is rot·
play. Some are difficult - I ragequit
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@ Troy's birthday episode will be later. in
ton made to look like snow and
on one when I'd lost all of my beads
murraystate.edu.
the season. but I still like the idea of
1
you're swinging from a button? It's
-but nothing is impossible.
knowing when character birthdays are. If
an entirely new thing.
There is no timer so there is no
Troy's a November baby then we have
A lot of thought, planning and
rush to finish. It's more fun to
that in common. We could celebrate with
physics went into the mechanical
explore and sec what you can do
adorable cupcakes.
aspects of the levels. Fabrics are
with the m:fterials than to try to
(I know be's fictional, but he's still just
physically heavier or lighter based
beat the clock, anyway. (Those
so darn cute. I think he'd appreciate an
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
on their real-life densities.
wanting a race or challenge can find
adorable cupcake, too. We could decoin the arcade
The heavy denim blocks are
multiple time-based mini games in
rate them with candy corn.)
One life: About as much fun as an
unmovable by Kirby, but banners
another part of the game.)
I like knowing middle names, too.
invisible wall
fly in the wind and slippery satin
When you fall off an edge or get
Knowing that Nathan Scott's middle
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
acts as icc.
hit by a bad guy you don't lose your
name is his grandfather's first, or Lucas
weekend
As Kirby steps on the ground, dif·
life, you just lose beads. Think
shares creator Mark Schwahn's embar·
Three lives: Your next addiction
ferent surfaces bend and release
Sonic. It makes some levels a bit 100
rassing middle name makes things more
Four lives: Game of the Year
easy, but overall losing your beads
depending on how strong the mateinteresting for me.
I was also always a little bitter, as
Haley's middle name was briefly referenced on the series but no one caught it.
"Haley Bob?" Really?
.
Fans mostly assumed that was just a
nickname, but apparently that was actu·
ally bet middle name. Thank goodness
she got married and took her last name in
the middle. Haley James Scott has a nice
ring to it
More than anything, however, 1wonder if other television fans think about
these things. Do they like knowing the
smaller details? Do they care if their
favorite character hates cinnamon or is
allergic to dairy?
I suppose I'm just a fan of the little
details,
especially when they come back
•
again and again. After all, continuity is an
artform. and it's an artform that I love to
Fric~W'
study.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the video game reviews.
As a girl who plays video games,
I hate the stereotype that comes

r
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with being a female in a malc·dom·
inated world. In society's eyes
everything for girls has to be pink
and adorable.
I don't hate the stereotype
because I hate things that arc pink
and adorable. In fact, my Nintcndo
DS is the original pink one (which is
much better than coral, for the
record) and the cutest Pokemon arc
always my favorites.
What I hate, however, is the idea
that something pink and adorable
can't also be entertaining, engaging
and as high quality as something
giant and badass.
"Kirby's EpiC Yam" for the Nin·
tendo Wii finds a way to cater to
my "aww, that's so cute!" personali·
ty and my quest to find a game
which keeps .me interested while
also providing a challenge.
After Kirby eats an odd-looking
tomato, he finds himself confronted
by an evil yarn wizard named Yin·
Yarn. He's sucked through YinYarn's magic sock and ends up in
Patch l.and, a land entirely made of
yarn and craft supplies.
Seriously, Patch Land looks like
Harper Finkle's bedroom: buttons,
beads, zippers, yam and fabrics of
all colors and textures.
Kirby himself is transformed into
a yarn-version of himself. unable to
cat things as be usually docs.
Instead he can transform his body
into a yarn car. After saving Prince
Fluff from a yarn enemy, Kirby
learns that Yin-Yarn has separated
the patches that make up Patch
Land. Kirby decides to help Fluff
find the magic pieces of yarn to
restore the land and defeat YinYarn.
The story itself is told in storybook form, with a fantastic narrator
telling the story like those classic
PHS specials. It's overdramatic,
hokcy and ridiculous, but all in the
best war possible.
The lands - seven in total - each
feature a unique theme. Treat Land
has levels made of cookies. doughnuts. toys and candy. Space Land
features aliens and tcchnologythemed clements, including wires
that shock you. Others include a
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• Kanye West - *My Beautiful
Dark Twisted FaJlfasy"
• Ke$ha - 'tannlbal..
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve roar
Sudoku PUZZles for FREE.
Plar more Sudolm aad Win Prizes at

PRIZESUDOKU.coM

5 8 2 ? I 7 6 3
2 9 I 7 l 6 8 ~ 5
6 7 3 S 8 ~ 2 I .9

~

7 2 6 8 5 l

I 9

~

3 ~ 5 I 2 9 6 8 7
8 I 9 4 6 7 5 3 2

5 ] 2 9 J 8 4 7 6
I 6

~

J 7 2 9 S 8

9 8 1 6 4 S 3 2 I
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